solo mixing hula hoops on wabling pole

A wabling pole set up on some colorful squares, hula hoops suspending on shrouds...
Here is our man, in a floppy and elastic walk, raving around a pole, animating the hoops to the rhythms of his body, playing cheerfully with colors and music... and from dizzy spells to waves finally overhanging up to 9 meter high!!!
In the tradition of circus feats, between heaven and earth, Julot scares us and makes us laugh!
He brightens us up to rediscover the delicious taste of vertigo...

«Look up, between the buildings, above the trees... Hula hoopla is a small form that constantly renews the environment that serves as background.»

For further information (photos, videos), please visit: http://www.julot-hulahoopla.org